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Abstract

Background: Psychological factors are known to significantly modulate itch in

patients suffering from chronic itch. Itch is also highly susceptible to both

placebo and nocebo (negative placebo) effects. Brain activity likely supports

nocebo-induced itch, but is currently unknown.
Methods: We collected functional MRI (fMRI) data from atopic dermatitis (AD)

patients, in a within-subject design, and contrast brain response to nocebo saline

understood to be allergen vs open-label saline control. Exploratory analyses com-

pared results to real allergen itch response and placebo responsiveness, evaluated

in the same patients.
Results: Nocebo saline produced greater itch than open saline control (P < 0.01).

Compared to open saline, nocebo saline demonstrated greater fMRI response in

caudate, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), and intraparietal sulcus (iPS) –
brain regions important for cognitive executive and motivational processing.

Exploratory analyses found that subjects with greater dlPFC and caudate activa-

tion to nocebo-induced itch also demonstrated greater dlPFC and caudate activa-

tion, respectively, for real allergen itch. Subjects reporting greater nocebo-induced

itch also demonstrated greater placebo reduction of allergen-evoked itch, suggest-

ing increased generalized modulation of itch perception.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates the capacity of nocebo saline to mimic both

the sensory and neural effects of real allergens and provides an insight to the

brain mechanisms supporting nocebo-induced itch in AD, thus aiding our under-

standing of the role that expectations and other psychological factors play in

modulating itch perception in chronic itch patients.

Itch is an aversive sensory experience associated with the
urge to scratch. It is the cardinal symptom of multiple aller-
gic and dermatological diseases and is known to be signifi-
cantly modulated by cognitive and emotional factors (1). For
instance, placebo and nocebo (negative placebo) effects for
itch have been demonstrated in healthy subjects and may be
even more pronounced than placebo and nocebo effects for
pain (2). Nocebo effects also extend to patients suffering
from chronic itch, for example, atopic dermatitis (AD). A
previous study found that AD patients receiving histamine
reported greater itch when the stimulus was accompanied by

negative verbal suggestions about skin response and itch
perception (3). Interestingly, itch can be induced without any
pruritogenic agent. Recent studies have found that a lecture
about itch induced more frequent scratching bouts than a
lecture on a neutral topic (4), while visual cues (e.g., scratch-
ing videos) can also induce a ‘social contagion’ itch
sensation, which is greater in AD (5), and is associated with
functional MRI (fMRI) activity in prefrontal, premotor,
somatosensory, and insular brain regions (6). While these
studies demonstrate that itch is highly modulated and even
evoked by psychological factors, the brain circuitry
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supporting clinically relevant forms of nocebo-induced itch
perception is unknown.
Nocebo effects are broadly defined as subjective reports of

an aversive symptom following administration of an inert
stimulus (7, 8) and can be quite powerful. For instance, while
placebo responses can be learned from multiple conditioning
trials, nocebo responses have been shown to require only a
single conditioning trial (9). The brain circuitry supporting
nocebo may also be distinct from the circuitry associated
with placebo effects (10–12), or may result from an opposite
response of identical neurochemical systems (13). Past nocebo
neuroimaging studies have mainly investigated nocebo effects
in the context of pain; similar approaches to evaluate the
brain activity underlying nocebo-induced (or ‘pruricebo’ (5))
itch are lacking.
In this study, we applied fMRI and our validated tem-

perature-modulation itch model to evaluate the underlying
brain circuitry supporting clinically relevant nocebo-induced
itch in AD subjects. In separate scans, subjects experienced
saline skin prick stimulation under two different conditions
– nocebo saline understood to be allergen and an open-
label saline control. We hypothesized that subjects would
experience significantly greater itch perception under
nocebo compared to open saline and that brain response to
nocebo-induced itch would be significantly more robust. As
the AD patients in this study also completed a separate
study where brain response to real allergen itch and pla-
cebo responsiveness were assessed (14), separate exploratory
analyses correlated (i) nocebo saline vs real allergen brain
responses, and (ii) nocebo vs placebo psychophysical out-
comes.

Methods

Subjects

Subjects with a clinical diagnosis of AD were enrolled in the
study. Inclusion criteria included (i) male or female adults
aged 18–60, (ii) AD diagnosis with a SCORAD (SCORing
Atopic Dermatitis) score >18, and (iii) type I sensitivity to
grass pollen, birch pollen, and/or Dermatophagoides
pteronyssinus or Dermatophagoides farinae with wheal and
flare formation upon skin prick testing. Patients stopped any
immunosuppressive medications (e.g., prednisone, cyclospor-
ine) at least 10 days prior to the study to avoid potential
suppression of itch perception. AD patients were recruited by
print and email advertisement, as well as through physician
colleagues in the Department of Dermatology at
Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH). All patients gave
informed consent, and the protocol was approved by the
Human Research Committee of MGH.
Fourteen patients (8F, age: 25.4 ! 9.1 years, SCORAD:

38.7 ! 14.9, l ! ΣD) were enrolled in the study.

Experimental protocol and itch provocation model

Subjects first completed a training session and were evaluated
with a focused history, physical examination, and real allergen

skin prick testing to confirm eligibility by a dermatologist and
allergologist (FP). The allergens used to elicit itch were con-
centrated solutions of grass pollen (N = 8), Dermatophagoides
pteronyssinus (European house dust mite, N = 3), or Der-

matophagoides farinae (American house dust mite, N = 3).
Handedness was assessed with the Edinburgh Inventory (15).
All but one patient was right-handed.
As a part of this training session, subjects experienced how

cooling the skin can aggravate real allergen itch perception
using our temperature-modulated itch provocation model,
which has been previously validated by us (14, 16, 17) and
by others (18). Subjects also completed an itch expectancy
visual analog scale, which asked subjects to rate the intensity
of itch they expect to feel at the MRI in response to allergen
testing (anchors: ‘no itch’ and ‘maximum itch’).
During the MRI session, AD patients experienced two dif-

ferent temperature-modulation fMRI scan runs with saline.
For these runs, a clear and odorless saline solution was
placed on the left volar forearm skin (unaffected by any AD
lesion), followed by deposition of the solution to the dermal/
epidermal junction using a plastic MR-compatible skin prick
device (Duotip Test II; Lincoln Diagnostics, Decatur, IL,
USA). For the ‘open’ saline control fMRI run, subjects were
instructed that the solution was a ‘simple drop of water,
which we are using as a control condition to compare with
the drop of allergen you will receive later’. For the ‘nocebo’
saline fMRI run, this instruction was not given when the
drop of saline was deposited into the skin. Subjects were
clearly led to expect an allergen solution prick test at this
scan, as they had experienced this identical ritual at previous
study visits on different days (14). The order of these two sal-
ine scan runs was counterbalanced. For both fMRI scans,
120 s after skin prick procedures, the saline solution was
wiped away with a sterile cellulose pad. A 30 9 30 mm sized
MRI-compatible probe (Medoc Advanced Medical Systems,
Ramat Yishai, Israel) was then placed on the solution-treated
skin area for temperature modulation during subsequent
fMRI scanning.
Following the scan runs, subjects used a numerical rating

scale from 0 (no itch) to 100 (most intense itch imaginable)
to rate the intensity of itch experienced separately during
neutral and cool temperature-modulation blocks. As in our
previous studies (14, 16, 17, 19–22), subjects were instructed
that a rating of 33 corresponds to an ‘urge to scratch’ thresh-
old. Above this threshold, each individual feels the clear-cut
desire to scratch, which, however, was not permitted (and
confirmed by observation).

Psychophysical analyses

Itch severity was rated for neutral and cool blocks following
the fMRI scan. Itch intensities for the cool temperature block
(more severe itch) were assessed for normality using the
Shapiro–Wilk normality test and compared between the
nocebo saline and open saline control, using a paired
Student’s t-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test, depending on
normality. Results from psychophysical analyses were signifi-
cant at P < 0.05.
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MRI scanning protocol

Imaging was performed at 3-tesla on a Siemens Trio MRI scan-
ner (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). High-resolution T1-
weighted structural imaging was completed with an isotropic
multi-echo MPRAGE pulse sequence (TR/TE1/TI = 2530/1.64/
1200 mS, matrix = 256 9 256, FOV = 256 mm, FA = 7°).
Functional MRI data were collected with a gradient echo T2*-
weighted pulse sequence (TR/TE = 2 s/30 ms, 32 AC-PC
aligned slices, slice thickness = 3.6 mm, matrix = 64 9 64,
FOV = 200 mm, FA = 90˚) and a 32-channel multi-array coil.
All block design fMRI scan runs included eight equal 20-s
cycles, consisting of alternating neutral (32°C) and cool (25°C)
temperature blocks (1.5-s transit time between temperatures),
resulting in a total 180 time points over a 6-min scan run. Skin
temperature over the solution deposition site was modulated by
the Medoc thermal stimulator.

FMRI data analyses

BOLD images were preprocessed using the FMRIB Software
Library (FSL) and tools available through the FreeSurfer
software package (23, 24). Data were skull-stripped (brain
extraction tool [BET]) (25), slice-timing-corrected, motion-
corrected (MCFLIRT) (26), and spatially smoothed with a
FWHM 5-mm Gaussian kernel (27). Data were excluded if
gross translational motion exceeded 3 mm on any axis, or if
relative motion spikes exceeded 1.5 mm. Data were high-pass
filtered (fhigh = 0.017 Hz) and analyzed with a general linear
model (GLM). This GLM used three regressors based on
previously described dynamics of temperature-modulated itch
sensation (14, 16, 22, 28). A block regressor over the first
half of cool temperature blocks captured a period of increas-
ing itch. A regressor over the second half of cool blocks
captured a peak-plateau itch period. Finally, a regressor of
no-interest covered the first 12 s of the 20-s neutral (32°C)
block, when itch sensation decreases to its nadir. Impor-
tantly, as temperature modulation was a component of all
scans, our analysis applied to both nocebo and control open
saline fMRI scans, thus controlling for brain activity related
to the relatively mild temperature change.
To aid group analysis, cortical surface reconstruction was

performed using FreeSurfer for structural–functional bound-
ary-based coregistration (29). GLM parameter estimates and
their variances were passed up to the group level using regis-
tration to standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
space (FMRIB’s Nonlinear Image Registration Tool
[FNIRT], FSL). A mixed-effects model contrasted brain
response between the open and nocebo saline fMRI scans
(FMRI Expert Analysis Tool [FEAT], FSL). Results for both
increasing and peak itch regressors were cluster-corrected for
multiple comparisons (cluster forming threshold: z > 2.3, cor-
rected threshold: P < 0.05).

Exploratory analyses

Two separate exploratory analyses were conducted. The first
compared brain response to nocebo itch with previously

reported real allergen itch data collected from separate scan
runs from the same AD subjects (14). The methods for the
real allergen scan run were identical to those of the nocebo
scan, except that real allergen (and not saline) was deposited
on the skin surface prior to scanning. Correlations between
nocebo (relative to control) brain response vs brain response
in the same regions to allergen-evoked itch were computed,
using the percent-signal change from the group cluster maxi-
mum voxel.
The second exploratory analysis correlated behavioral data

on previously reported (14) placebo intervention responsive-
ness (see Appendix S1) with nocebo responsiveness from the
same patients.

Results

Psychophysical results

Itch was elicited by saline prick testing and was significantly
greater during cool blocks compared to neutral blocks for
both open and nocebo conditions (Fig. 1, Table S1, nocebo:
cool = 37.0 ! 20.6, neutral = 27.9 ! 19.1, P < 0.005; control
open saline: cool = 18.5 ! 18.7, l ! ΣD; neutral = 10.5 !
11.6, P < 0.05). Greater itch during cool blocks is consistent
with previous studies using the temperature-modulated aller-
gen itch model, now utilized by other research groups as well
(18), and suggests similar temporal dynamics for itch percep-
tion between nocebo and real allergen. Notably, while both
the nocebo and control open conditions found, on average,
greater itch during cool blocks, only the nocebo condition
produced cool block itch of moderate intensity, >33/100 (i.e.,
‘desire to scratch’ threshold). While the nocebo itch data
were normally distributed (nocebo: W = 0.95, P = 0.05
threshold = 0.87), the open saline data were not (W = 0.85).
Hence, a nonparametric paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was used to demonstrate that the nocebo condition produced
significantly greater itch compared to the open saline condi-
tion (Z = "3.18, P < 0.01). There were no order effects for
open saline control itch (nocebo 1st: 21.8 ! 13.6; open 1st:
16.0 ! 22.2, l ! ΣD, p > 0.5) or for the difference between
nocebo-induced itch and open saline itch (nocebo 1st:
15.6 ! 15.9; open 1st: 20.6 ! 13.8, l ! ΣD, p > 0.5),
suggesting that nocebo-induced itch sensation did not persist
into subsequent open saline itch fMRI scans.
We also evaluated how expectancy for itch was associated

with nocebo itch ratings and found a trending correlation
between itch expectancy ratings and nocebo (minus open
saline) itch ratings (r = 0.47, P = 0.1).

FMRI results

We found that compared to open saline, nocebo-induced itch
produced greater fMRI signal increase during the increasing
itch phase in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC),
caudate, and intraparietal sulcus (iPS) (Fig. 2, Table 1). No
regions demonstrated greater activation to open saline com-
pared to nocebo-induced itch. Also, no differences between
nocebo and open saline were found for the peak itch phase.
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Exploratory analyses

Exploratory analyses compared nocebo itch brain response
to real allergen itch response. Conjunction analysis demon-
strated common clusters within the right dlPFC and right
caudate shared by nocebo-induced increasing-phase itch and
real allergen peak-phase itch (Fig. 3). In addition, nocebo
(relative to control) caudate response during increasing itch
was correlated (r = 0.58, P < 0.05) with caudate
(x = "20 mm, y = 10 mm, z = 16 mm) response to real aller-
gen during increasing itch (Fig. 3). Moreover, nocebo (rela-
tive to control) dlPFC response during increasing itch was
correlated (r = 0.61, P < 0.05) with dlPFC (x = 36 mm,
y = 20 mm, z = 52 mm) response to real allergen during the
peak-plateau phase (note that dlPFC was not activated by
real allergen during increasing itch (14)). While real allergen
activated superior parietal lobule during the peak itch phase,
this activation was not correlated with iPS activation by
nocebo-induced itch (r = "0.14, P = 0.63).
In addition, we also compared ratings for nocebo and pla-

cebo responsiveness in the same AD patients. While placebo

did not significantly reduce allergen-evoked cool block itch
ratings (Dpost-pre = 1.8 ! 16.7, P > 0.5), significant within-
group heterogeneity provided sufficient dynamic range for
cross-correlation with nocebo responsiveness in the same
subjects. We found a significant correlation between nocebo-
induced itch ratings (ratings following nocebo saline) and the
change in itch ratings (for allergen-evoked itch) following a
placebo intervention (Fig. 4, r = "0.59, P < 0.05). Thus,
subjects who rated greater itch sensations following nocebo
saline administration also reported greater improvement
(post–pre) in allergen-evoked itch ratings following placebo
intervention.
There was no association between nocebo ratings and

duration of AD, SCORAD score, or age (all at P > 0.05,
Table S2), while sex also did not differentiate nocebo
response (unpaired t-test, P = 0.27).

Discussion

Our results demonstrated that nocebo-induced itch produced
greater itch sensation compared to a control open saline
provocation in patients suffering from AD. FMRI data
showed that compared to control, brain response to nocebo-
induced itch showed greater fMRI signal increase in brain
regions important for motivational, attention, and cognitive
processing, including caudate, dlPFC, and iPS (Fig. 5). An
exploratory analysis showed that real allergen provocation in
these same AD patients produced activation in similar areas,
including the striatum and dlPFC. In fact, brain response to
real allergen was correlated with nocebo-induced itch
response in some of these same brain regions—that is, sub-
jects with greater dlPFC and caudate activation to real aller-
gen also had greater dlPFC and caudate activation,
respectively, for nocebo-induced itch. These results suggest
that when subjects perceive nocebo-induced itch, the
prefrontal and striatal circuitry activated by real allergen is
also activated to support this nocebo-induced itch sensation.

Figure 2 Compared to open saline control, nocebo-induced itch

produced greater functional MRI (fMRI) signal increase in the dor-

solateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), caudate, and intraparietal sulcus

(iPS). This differential brain response was found for the increasing

itch phase.

Figure 1 Nocebo saline produced greater itch compared to open saline control. **P < 0.01. Itch ratings reported for cool temperature

blocks, when ratings were greatest for all conditions. Error bars denote SEM.
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Finally, another exploratory analysis showed that subjects
reporting greater nocebo-induced itch also demonstrated
greater reduction of allergen itch ratings following a placebo
intervention, suggesting increased generalized modulation of
itch perception in these subjects. Our study identifies the
brain circuitry supporting imagined itch in AD and demon-
strates the capacity of nocebo saline to mimic the effect of
real allergens in chronic AD patients characterized by central
sensitization for itch (30).
The dlPFC and caudate were found to be the key brain

regions supporting both real allergen and nocebo-induced
itch. Previous neuroimaging studies have noted that nocebo
interventions upregulate fMRI response to aversive stimuli

(i.e., pain) within core pain-processing areas such as insula/
somatosensory cortex (31) or even spinal dorsal horn (32).
The dlPFC is also an important pain modulatory region that
has been reported to exert active control over pain perception
by mediating cortico-cortical and cortico-subcortical interac-
tions (33). On the other hand, the caudate, a subregion of
the striatum, receives inputs from the cortex and plays a criti-
cal integrative role in striato-thalamo-cortical circuits impli-
cated in motivational processing. This circuitry has been
found to be dysregulated in pathology related to generalized
urge suppression (34). Examples of such disorders include
obsessive/compulsive disorder, obesity, and addiction, and in
the case of chronic itch, striato-thalamo-cortical circuits

Figure 3 A conjunction analysis found significant overlap between

brain response to nocebo-induced itch and allergen itch in the (A)

caudate and (B) dlPFC. In fact, subjects with greater dlPFC (peak itch

phase) and caudate (increasing itch phase) activation to real allergen

also had greater dlPFC (r = 0.61, P < 0.05) and caudate (r = 0.58,

P < 0.05) activation, respectively, for increasing nocebo-induced itch.

Table 1 Brain areas supporting nocebo-induced itch in atopic dermatitis (AD) patients

Side Size (mm3)

Location (MNI)

Nocebo % change Open % change Z-scoreX Y Z

Increasing phase itch

Nocebo > open saline

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex R 4008 36 22 54 0.17 ! 0.31 "0.43 ! 0.48 4.11

Intraparietal sulcus L 4064 "50 "46 42 0.19 ! 0.30 "0.17 ! 0.22 4.22

Caudate R 3720 14 18 10 0.16 ! 0.19 "0.07 ! 0.20 2.77

Open saline > nocebo

None

Peak-plateau phase itch

None
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likely support the urge to scratch (35). Hence, the dlPFC
region noted in our analysis may underlie the cognitive exec-
utive process by which a verbal suggestion (‘skin prick test
again’) coupled with an innocuous sensory input (neutral to
cool transition in our study) is perceived as an aversive sensa-
tion (nocebo-induced itch) learned/conditioned over multiple
previous real allergen sessions with identical context, thereby
releasing activity of a striatal motor urge circuitry. In fact,
this combination of verbal suggestion and conditioning has
recently been shown to be necessary in producing an itch
nocebo effect (36).
We previously identified phase-variant brain response to

pruritogenic afference evoked by real allergen in these same

AD patients (14). Increasing itch was associated with acti-
vation in the insula, anterior mid-cingulate cortex, striatum,
and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. In contrast, peak-
plateau itch activation was noted in the dlPFC, premotor,
and superior parietal lobule regions, that is, higher cogni-
tive and attention modulation regions that likely contextu-
alize the stimulus. Interestingly, while our previous study
showed that allergen itch produced caudate activation dur-
ing early increasing itch and dlPFC activation during late
peak-plateau itch, nocebo-induced itch was instead associ-
ated with both caudate and dlPFC activation during
increasing itch. Hence, while the function of the dlPFC in
processing bottom-up allergen itch may be to contextualize
and reappraise the sensation after initial striatal activity,
for top-down-mediated nocebo-induced itch, the dlPFC,
together with the caudate, may instead serve to initiate itch
sensation following a now-conditioned temperature transi-
tion stimulus, given that subjects had been familiarized to
allergen itch over prior sessions, setting up a conditioned
response to the prick testing intervention. This phenomenon
may be clinically relevant, as AD patients might show
propensity to itch perception in response to neutral or nox-
ious (but not innately pruritogenic) stimuli by activating
similar circuitry.
We also found that iPS showed greater fMRI signal

increase during nocebo-induced itch compared to control
open saline. The iPS is known to be a key node of the brain’s
selective attention system, and more recent studies have sug-
gested that the iPS is particularly related to the perceptual
salience of the attended stimulus (37). This latter function is
consistent with how the brain might respond toward a poten-
tially itch-inducing stimulus when the expectation for itch is
greater, leading to greater saliency of somatosensory stimulus
change (i.e., transition from a neutral to a cool temperature).
Interestingly, the dlPFC and iPS clusters supporting nocebo-
induced itch were both localized to portions of the
frontoparietal control network (38, 39), as identified from
prior large-scale resting state connectivity analyses (40). This
network is known to support cognitive/executive control over
sensory perception and decision-making processing. Thus,

Figure 4 Atopic dermatitis (AD) patients reporting greater nocebo-

induced itch also demonstrated greater reduction of allergen itch

ratings following a placebo intervention (r = "0.59, P < 0.05),

suggesting increased capacity for generalized modulation of itch

perception in these subjects.

Figure 5 An overview of brain regions identified in our study as supporting nocebo itch.
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nocebo-induced itch perception may be mediated by execu-
tive frontoparietal control over subcortical striatal brain
regions (e.g., caudate) that encode the motivational and emo-
tional dimensions of this aversive sensation.
An exploratory analysis also found an association between

subjects reporting greater nocebo-induced itch and those
reporting greater reduction of allergen itch ratings following
a placebo intervention, suggesting increased capacity for gen-
eralized modulation of itch perception in these subjects. The
association between nocebo and placebo effects has not been
well studied. While some pain studies suggest that the brain
circuitry supporting nocebo involves limbic (e.g., hippocam-
pus) brain activity and is distinct from the circuitry associ-
ated with placebo effects (10, 12, 41), other studies have
shown that nocebo/placebo effects occur via opposite
responses of the same neurochemical systems (13). Similarly,
a recent study found that placebo manipulations produce
analgesia and hyperhedonia via shared affective neurocir-
cuitry, which targets early sensory processing (42), a finding
that may relate to our observation that nocebo itch was
engaged through cortico-striatal activity during an early
increasing itch phase. However, much more research is
needed to better understand the relation between placebo
and nocebo responders for itch.
The role of anxiety, as well as more general constructs

such as stress and negative affect, has been highly touted in
previous studies of nocebo-induced pain. Anxiety is thought
to arise from negative expectation, and prior studies have
shown that negative suggestions modulate expectations and
heighten anxiety leading to greater pain report and hyperacti-
vation in prefrontal and limbic brain regions thought to pro-
cess cognitive and affective dimensions of pain (12, 43). In
our case, previous experience with the allergen prick test
induces expectation for itch when exposed to liquid pricked
into the skin, and a trend was found between expected and
nocebo itch intensity.
While we did not include a healthy controls in this study,

a previous neuroimaging study (44) demonstrated that brain
response to identical pruritogenic substances (e.g., histamine)
is different between AD and healthy controls with AD show-
ing greater activation in thalamus, caudate, and pallidum.
Such differences may extend to differences in brain circuitries
supporting nocebo itch as well.
Limitations include the fact that temporal evolution of

nocebo itch is not as well understood as allergen itch. How-
ever, itch psychophysics were similar for temperature effects
(i.e., greater itch during cool blocks), and while more

research is needed, we chose a similar GLM to enhance com-
parability between studies.
In conclusion, our study provides a better understanding of

the brain mechanisms supporting nocebo-induced itch in AD
patients, which will aid our understanding of the role that
expectations and other psychological factors play in worsening
and improvement of itch perception in chronic itch patients.
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